
Protein feeding standards

The protein feeding recommendations are related to energy intake and liveweight ; daily
allowances of apparently digestible crude protein per MJ metabolisable energy are given
in Table 3. The recommendations are mainly based on the protein requirements established
by NRC, 1970 and results from Swedish and Danish feeding experiments (OLSSON, 1976 ;
ANDERSEN et al., 1973). In practice, digestible crude protein is calculated from tabulated

digestibility coefficients (ERIKSSON et al., 1976).
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1. - Energy evaluation

The new method for assessing energy value of feeds for beef cattle is based on net energy growth
as outlined by VAN Es et al. (1978) and BICKEL and LANDIS (1978). The determination of metaboliz-
able energy (ME) and the estimation of net energy of the feed for fattening beef and lamb (NEW =
Netto Energie Wachstum, NEV = Energie Nette Viande) follows the procedures given in table 1.
To derive NEW values a combined efficiency of utilization of ME for maintenance and growth was
chosen at a production level (intensity of production, ip) of 1.5. The ip is defined as the total NE-
intake divided by the requirement for maintenance (NEm).



2. - Energy requirement

The energy requirement is calculated from feeding experiments, performed at the Swiss Federal
Research Station for Animal Production, Grangeneuve with 240 bulls and 175 steers of dual pur-
pose breeds (Simmentaler and Braunvieh) (LEHMANN et al., 1978). Energy retention in the body
(REf) was estimated in these experiments by measuring the individual intake of ME and assuming a
constant energy requirement for maintenance per kg metabolic weight:

REf is calculated according to the following equations:



These equations are derived from the following computations:

Standard deviation (S!, y) and correlation coefficients (r’) of the regressions for bull data
and steer data are ! 1,381, ! 1,841, 0,53 and 0.65 respectively.

In table 2 and 3 recommended daily energy allowances in MJ NEW are shown for different
growth rates and different liveweight at slaughter. The allowances are calculated according to
the following equation:

Allowances for heifers are assumed to correspond to the allowances for steers.
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